WHAT YOU NEED:
2 each 2” buttons
Printed “pages” for button books (attached)
Glue
Fuse tape or ribbon

Small buttons are not safe for children under the age of three years old.
DIRECTIONS:

1. After printing out templates (attached), cut or punch circles.
2. Line circles into correct sequence.
3. Align on fuse tape or glue on to ribbon. Make sure tops and bottoms of circles are aligned.
4. Glue back of first picture to back of one button and back of last picture to back of other button (there should be an even amount of pictures. If you are making a name, you can use one of the button flowers as the last picture.
5. Fold and crease in accordion fold.

Small buttons are not safe for children under the age of three years old.
Hooray, back home again.

Betty Button was tired of being like all the other buttons.

In fact, she was ready to pop Plunk.

She fell to the closet floor.

Where she was found...

...and put in a button jar with hundreds of other buttons.

Betty was lonely. She missed her family!

And there she stayed.

Happily secured for ever more.
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Button Alphabet

A G M S Y
B H N T
C I O U
D J P V
E K Q W
F L R X

Best if printed on to card stock
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